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Wilder Penfield's Brain Stimulation Work

- Penfield's Research (as it is usually reported):
  - Penfield stimulated the cortices of patients about to undergo brain surgery
  - Some of these patients reported vivid memories during stimulation
  - Penfield concluded that memories are highly stable, and that the brain contains a complete record in great detail of past experience

- Penfield's Data (which is usually not reported):
  - Penfield had 1,132 cases
  - Penfield only found memories during stimulation in those patients whose temporal lobe cortex was stimulated. The number who had temporal lobe cortex stimulation was 520 patients.
  - Of these, only 40 patients -- 7.7% -- had a memorial event!
  - Of these 40 patients, not all had a multisensory perceptual event.
    - 24 had an auditory experience
    - 19 had a visual experience
    - 12 had combined auditory and visual experiences
    - 5 had a vague experience like a thought or flashback

- How Truthful Were the Memories Recalled?
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